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Pushkin, Ji Yun, and the Torghuts: 
Poetry, Migration and Banishment in an Era of Jostling Frontiers 
 
In 1771, the historian, short-story author and occasional poet Ji Yun was summoned by 
the Qianlong Emperor to compose an extempore ode on the return of the Torghuts. The 
Torghuts were a Mongol lineage that had wandered west, settled on the banks of the 
Don, and eventually migrated back to China in order to occupy the frontier areas of 
Xinjiang depopulated by Qianlong’s campaign against the Zunghars. Ji Yun knew the 
area, having been banished there for two years. Some sixty years later, on his journey to 
Erzurum in Anatolia, Alexander Pushkin encountered Kalmyks – Torghuts left behind in 
Russia. Taken together, these examples of “frontier poetry” stage a quasi-encounter in 
verse between the imaginations of the expanding Russian and Qing empires. 
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